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all rights therein, We cannot guarantee return
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These BMW combinations of the ADAC were
nicknamed the "angels of the road". The
590cc twins were built between 1951 and
1954, and turned 28 hp at 5500 rpm.

The ADAC is the German equivalent of the
AAA. They cruise the highways, especially the
Autobahn, helping motorists in distress. Like
the Mexican "Green Angels" those who
haven't gotten overseas may be familiar with,
although the Mexican corps is provided by the
government and travels in green trucks.

There are telephones to call the ADAC, and
we understand they help everyone, members
or not.  -  BMW Werkfoto Nr. 83082
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Notes from the President......

DOUG BINGHAM
President

Well Now! A couple of sidecar
enthusiasts, Bud Ekins and his
brother Dave, have entered the
Great American Race. Huh? Great
what? Last year was the first of this
cross country event. It runs from
California to Indianapolis, Indiana,
and is limited to vehicles built be-
fore 1941.

The race had approximately 70
entries last year, but they were all
cars. This year there are already
three sidecar entries: the Ekins
team on a 1936 Harley-Davidson
outfit, and two other well-known
sidecarists, Lance Tidwell and John
Cameron. Both the latter are
mounted on 1926 Harleys with
Flxit sidecars. The word is that first
prize is $100,000. Pocket money!
Hmmmmm, let's see, my buddy has
this old Indian outfit....

Next month the sidecar raffle -
win the sidecar of your choice. This
is our third year of having these
raffles, so we all hope you who
have purchased tickets in the past
will do so again, and good luck.
New members and foot draggers -
ya can't win if ya don't buy raffle
tickets. It's a good cause, and there
is always a winner.

Our rally chairman Dan Doyle
is in full swing with plans for the
1984 rally at Interlochen, Michigan.
Of course the Fousts and others are
working hard to make this a biggie.
I personally am looking forward to
being there, and to meeting the
whole Michigan crowd.

Also, there seems to be a bud-
ding sidecar roadracing class called
the "Boxer-Cup". More on this
later.
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CALLING CARDS ARE VALUABLE
I thought I'd drop you a note concerning

THE SIDECARIST. I really enjoy getting it
every month. I'm presently sidecarless, but I sent
six letters to different firms from pages 32 and
33 of your Nov-Dec issue. Those firms don't
know how valuable their calling cards are. I only
have two sources of information available to me,
your magazine, and William Wyatt Jr. of
Champaign, Illinois. He is Illinois' authority on
sidecars.

Keep up the work. Hopefully I'll see you on
the road some day.

Dennis Willoughby, #2579 Tuscola, Illinois

FITTING A STEERING DAMPER
I would like to put a steering damper on my

1980 KZ1300 STD model, with a Plexifairing
and a Vetter sidecar. But I can't figure out any
way of doing it. Can you help me? Sure hope so.

K.D. Messinger, P.O. Box 513, Waitsburg,
WA 99361

Anyone? Or perhaps the article in this issue
about Osie Shanks' steering damper on a KZ1100
will be helpful.

LIKES BENDER, AND NEEDS HAND
CONTROLS

I could use some help. In the Nov-Dec issue
you wrote an answer to a letter from Leslie
Paugh about changing foot controls to hand
controls. I'd like the names of companies that can
do this, other than Tomco or Turner.

I would also like to know the address of the
Bender Sidecar Company, or the address of
anyone that sells the Bender sidecar, new.

Thank you. Joseph Liebman, #2506 P.O.
Box 1383, Lake Isabella, CA 93240

LETTERS
Joseph: Our globetrotter Hal Kendall wrote

that answer. We'll ask him if he knows anyone
else who changes foot controls to hand controls
when he gets back from Egypt! In the meantime,
can any readers help out?

Bender, as far as we know, has no domestic
importer. Their address is:

Bender, Sidevognsfabrik, Cl. Hanevadsvej
6, DK 2740 Skovlunde, Denmark.

(We sent Joseph a Bender brochure.)

AN ENTHUSIASTIC VOLUNTEER
Just finished reading the Nov-Dec issue and

was really impressed. Enclosed are a few com-
ments that came up as I was reading.

First, I've been sidecaring for some three
years with the family (one of my two daughters
was the "youngest passenger" at Tahoe, at eight
months). Until recently I was involved with
Motorvation Engineering.

I thought it strange that there has been no
business card for Motorvation in THE SIDE-
CARIST for months, even after Motorvation
donated a trailer at Tahoe [for the grand prize],
and was selected by the winner of the sidecar
raffle. (I have no vested interest in Motorvation,
this is just a comment.)

There was some discussion in this issue
relating to the Association's structure, chapters,
etc. Who and where are the local chapters or
directors? I've talked to Doug, Dan Doyle, and
Jim Krautz, as recently as the Griffith Rally,
volunteering my services in the association - to
start a local chapter if needed - to help the local
chapter if there is one - to hold seminars, etc. To
date I heard nothing.

There appears to be a local San Diego
interest in sidecars, since many of my customers
are right here. If there isn't a local chapter, give
me a list of members and I'll get one started.
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LETTERS
AN ENTHUSIASTIC VOLUNTEER, Cont.

I've told Doug in the past that I was avail-
able to conduct seminars and workshops for the
USCA. When I was with Motorvation I created a
slide presentation on sidecaring and trailers,
traveled to various GWRRA chapter meetings as
well as a few other motorcycle organizations, and
always received a good response. Doug agreed
this experience should not be wasted. Yet I've
heard nothing.

Finally, if you need a hand with the newslet-
ter, let me know.

See you at Interlochen.

Jack Fassel, #1652 San Diego, California

Jack: Doug says l) Motorvation never sent
in a new business card, and has moved. We will
be giving them and all the other companies
which donated prizes ad space in the iagazine on
an exchange basis.

2) Chapter business is Jim Krautz' job as
National Capter Director.

3) The USCA will be more than happy to
take advantage of your talents at the Griffith Park
Rally this year.

At intervals, we print a list of chapter
directors. The last one was in the August issue.
As soon as we get an up-to-date list from Jim, we
will include it in an upcoming issue.

As to help with the magazine, articles or
good photos or both would be appreciated.
Another thing you could do is to encourage
others, whom you know must have something
interesting to relate, to submit.

OOPS
Please rerun my classified ad. "Wanted"

somehow became "Will Trade".

Ed Kaprelian, #2345 Mendham, N.J.

Ed: We'll rerun your ad (correctly) for two

months, plus another two months for free. Or, let
us know if you don't need the extra two months,
and we'll give you a credit for a future ad.

Anyone who finds a mistake in his classi-
fied ad, let us know, for the same deal. Please
advise as soon as possible of an incorrect ad, so
we can fix it. We try to be accurate, but unfortu-
nately total accuracy is a goal, not a fact. Note
that the new classified ad form has TR instead of
EX. Nobody was using EX, and maybe this
change of abbreviation will make things clearer
to your faithful classified-ad typist-drudge.

CHILD-SAVE  INTERNATIONAL  RIDE-A-THON
Your response is needed in order to advance

this project beyond its present state. It is de-
signed with two main goals. One is for the
enjoyment of the members of international
motorcycle riding communities. The second is to
raise money for a charitable cause. It will also
offer riders a unique opportunity to know one
another as partners in friendship, rather than just
individuals who pass with a wave of an arm on
their travels.

We ride machines that embody a sense of
freedom, and that enhance the enjoyment of our
physical and sensory abilities. It seems fitting
that we help those who will never know this joy
because they suffer from diseases which are
permanently disabling or fatal. This is particu-
larly sad in the case of children. We are confident
that the project will generate a substantial
amount of money for research, and Muscular
Dystrophy has been targeted as the agency to
receive it.

The operational period of the project is the
months of May through August of 1986. One
month will be set aside for riders to participate in
fund-raising. One trip that riders make during
that month could be designated for fund-raising,
conducted by individuals or groups, on trail
bikes, or in touring or racing events. Riders
would enlist sponsors to contribute to Muscular
Dystrophy. One dollar per sponsor would be
suggested.
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CHILD-SAVE  RIDE-A-THON, Con.
A shoulder crest, lapel pin, and a numbered

registration sticker, with a corresponding identifi-
cation card, will be supplied to all who partici-
pate, as well as a sponsor record/receipt book.
These items will be furnished at their cost value
plus the cost of postage. The project will be
promoted through public channels, as well as
through dealerships and organizations.

Should you or your club have questions,
please contact us. Tell us of your feelings, either
For or Against.

Thank you., Paul G. Laing, Child-Save

International Ride-A-Thon Project 333,
Melbourne Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
R2K lBl. 204/669-6160

SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY
I especially enjoy your classified section in

the magazine because I intend to purchase a
touring bike and sidecar early in 1984.

Jeffry L. McCann, #2650

KIND WORDS FROM CANADA
Congratulations on your appointment as the

new editor of THE SIDECARIST. I have just
finished reading the first edition published under
your directorship, and it is a 100% improvement.

Besides the excellent articles and pictures, I
particularly liked the layout. The uniformity of
each page, plus the clarity of print with the
headings neatly capitalized and underlined, all
make it easy to follow and read each item.

With such an auspicious beinning, I'm sure
THE SIDECARIST will only continue to im-
prove with each issue.

Please accept the enclosed copy of “The
Chair” with my compliments, and if you wish
feel free to use anything from it, giving credit to
the source.

Vi Shanks, Editor, The Chair

Canadian Sidecar Owners Club, Oakville,
Ontario, Canada

Vi: Thanks so much for all those nice
words, and we look forward to mutually benefi-
cial contacts.

HIS HELMET IS OFF TO RACERS
I've just received and read all of the Nov-

Dec issue. Enjoyed it very much. The survey
results were fun.

The main reason for my letter is one statistic
of the survey which concerns me: 22% of the
readership wanted less racing reports. Of course,
if some of the readers don't like racing I can
understand that. They don't have to read the race
reports.

The racers need our support. I don't race
sidecars, or bikes at all. I would become dead
real quick. I do race karts at Sears Point and at
Laguna Seca. In doing so, it takes a lot of hair
(and money) to campaign a sidecar rig. My
helmet is off to them (even if they are crazy).

My congratulations to the roadrace team of
Bruce Lind/Jack Hart for the season champion-
ship, and the American motocross team - bravo!'

Racing is where new ideas are created,
where design and components are tested for all
of us. We need the racers and I for one want to
see the races reported.

One side note for possible improvement: I'd
recommend to put applications such as for the
AMA in with the classifieds so when cutting out
the applications a decent article isn't destroyed.

Dick Florey, #1723 Central Point, Oregon

Dick: Our idea right now is not to cut out
race reports, but to have better, more interesting
ones. Note that Doug called for people to attend
races and write them up. We hope some will.

We're aware that we need a non-destructive
placement for applications. Maybe an overcover.
e'll do something.

LETTERS
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LETTERS
BATS?

In the July, 1982 book, page 12, Ron
Colman of Evansdale, Iowa, requested any
information on supply or suppliers of materials
such as ball studs and ball nuts. As I stated when
I joined, I was going to make a sidecar, and boy,
am I having troubles.

Enclosed is a picture or so. I'm using turn-
buckles 1/2-inch, which is too light. I'm going to
1-inch if I can't find ball studs and ball nuts. Do
you have any information on them?

I would like for someone to look at this
picture, and tell me if I've lost the last of the bats
out of my gable. Lead is 6 inches, track 57.5
inches, toe-in 1.5 inches, sidecar width 42
inches, overall width of sidecar and cycle 76.5
inches, overall length of cycle is 93.5 inches. The
bike is an XJ750JR Yamaha Maxim.

Also I'm having my problems trying to find
fiberglass, as the present luck is their minimum
order is enough to cover the whole town.

Yes, there are seven turnbuckles on it, and
clearance is 8.5 inches.

I know you don't believe it, but this little
black bronc handles fine out in the garden as
rough as it is.

Leslie L. McCoig, # 2618 727 Roosevelt,
Aurora, MO 65605

Will somebody please give Mr. McCoig a)
an opinion about bats, b) a source for ball studs
and ball nuts?
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SIDECARS EXIST
I am aware that you have already spoken

with Criterion Insurance about our new AMA
Cycle-Gard program.

However, I thought you would be interested
in seeing the insurance application for the pro-
gram which we just received. To my knowledge,
this is the first motorcycle insurance application
that specifically lists sidecars.

Ed Youngblood, #199

Executive Director

American Motorcyclist Association

Westerville, Ohio

LETTERS
Views expressed by readers do not necessar-

ily coincide with the official viewpoint of the
Association. We reserve the right to edit for
length and clarity. If you should wish to write
person-to-person only, and not have your letter
considered for publication, please so indicate.
Otherwise we will consider all letters to the
Association or to the editor fair game.

NEW ENGLAND MEMBERS
Remember the big Motorcycle Expo at the

Hartford Civic Center, March 16-18. New
motorcycles, new products, demonstrations,
fashion shows, rider interviews, giveaways, lots
of good deals.
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ONE OF OUR OLD-TIMERS STILL AT IT
Here are a couple of older pictures of (ours truly in the days before heart ca:heterization. (I

haven't been worth a dam since.) Age then close to 70. Now at 76, the bicycle has been hung up and
the Ariel is little used, but the Honda with California sidehack has been in use.

I used to ride a hack back in the thirties, but it was all H-D rigs. Sure rode a lot better than this
California job. Fact is, I can't imagine anything worse for riding.

The other rig in the photos is pulled by an Ariel thumper. It is a two-passenger car, with seat-
ing fore and aft. Those aboard are Malcolm and Linda Jenkins. They came from England and were
camping in a state park about a mile from my home. They spotted my Ariel, which is how we
became acquainted. They toured the U.S. a bit, and settled down in San Pedro. I hear from them
now and then. We enjoyed them when they were here.

Certainly hope to make the Maine affair at least, and any minor local events I hear of.

Dalton Harrow, #2609, Norwell, Massachusetts

Dalton: Hope you get to feeling better. We hate to say this to an old timer, but wonder if your
California rig is set up right?

LETTERS
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STEERING DAMPER FOR
KAWASAKI
Credits: CSOC, 4/’83, the Chair

After Osie Shanks had a Kawasaki KZ1100A2
fitted to the Gazell sidecar, he found the rig oscillated
wildly. Attempts to eradicate the headshaking such as
realignment and increased air pressure in the tires and
shocks proved to be of no avail. A damper had to be
installed.

The problem was that the Kaw came with a
fairing complete with lowers. To add an hydraulic
damper would require extensive surgery, and detract
from the clean looks of the bike.

John Everingham conceived an adaptation of the
traditional friction damper to fit the Kaw. It took ten
minutes to design and an hour to build. Now, three
months and 500 miles later, the damper has proved
totally reliable. Headshaking has been completely
eliminated.

The damper fits up into the hole in the lower fork
yoke (triple tree), and is held in place with a tapered
split collet and a tapered plug. The upper friction plate
moves with the fork yoke, by straddling the yoke-
strengthening web. The lower friction plate slips over
the rod on the frame bracket which attaches to the
existing horn bolts. There must be absolutely no side
play between the rod and the lower friction plate,
otherwise this play will be transmitted into the steering.

The whole assembly is held in place firmly by the
expansion plug and collet. Tension is adjusted by
turning the tightening knob. A lock nut prevents the
knob from loosening.

In practice, the damper works like a dream. It has
a very low profile to clear the fork  braces, is easy to
adjust, and simple to make. Basic components can be
found in early British steering dampers such as for
Triumph, BSA, and so forth. You will need two friction
plates, one friction disk, one draw nut, and three star
tension springs.

Other parts to be machined or fabricated are
shown in the drawing.

*It is imperative there be no play at this point,
during assembly or later on.

Steering Dampers
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More on Dampers
A solo machine should never need a steering

damper if the bike is correctly designed in the first
place. The damper, which resists low speed wobble,
will accelerate a tendency for high-speed weave. But if
a damper is needed, because of de-sign deficiencies, it
should provide a frictional couple about the steering
axis.

A friction damper provides this force directly. It
also provides a slightly higher initial force due to
"striction", then a slightly lower but constant force
regardless of velocity, once steering begins. It is,
therefore, far superior to a hydraulic damper in prevent-
ing wobbles from starting.

What is almost always conveniently forgotten in
any discussion of hydraulic vs friction dampers is that
almost ALL hydraulic dampers, and especially the
CHEAP dampers as used for steering auto dampers,
have notoriously HIGH initial stiction forces BEFORE
anything happens.

However, once movement does begin, at low
rates of movement, a hydraulic damper provides a
force proportional to the square of the rate of turn. This
changes to a force directly proportional to the rate of
turn at higher rates of movement.

The resisting force therefore increases as the rate
of wobbling builds up, controlling the amplitude of the
wobble. Because striction forces are absent with an
hydraulic damper, it is easier for a small wobble to start
than with a friction damper. But the hydraulic damper
will control more violent wobbles than a friction
damper.

Hydraulic dampers should always be fitted to the
upper fork leg or to the triple tree. They should never
be fitted to the lower fork leg where they can give a
side-force to the wheel itself.

The hydraulic damper is better than a friction
damper for solo operation, and a friction damper is
well suited to sidecar operation. However, field tests of
properly fitted hydraulic dampers give good responses
for outfits.

A friction damper provides this force in direct
proportion to the rate of turn. It provides a slightly
higher initial force than an hydraulic damper due to
"striction", then a slightly lower but linear force once
steering begins. It is, therefore, far superior to an
hydraulic damper in preventing wobbles from starting.

At low rates of movement, an hydraulic damper
provides a force proportional to the square of the rate of
turn. At higher rates of movement this changes to a
force directly proportional to the rate of turn.

However, keep in mind, that almost friction
dampers can be infinitely adjusted so the used can dial
in just what is needed and no more, whereas most
hydraulic dampers have no adjustment.

Hal Kendall

Steering Dampers
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Tec’ Tips
A COOPERATIVE EFFORT
By Hal Kendall

As shown by the survey, almost all
members wanted technical tips on almost
every conceivable subject. After giving
this considerable thought, I concluded that
many of the basics are contained in the
Sidecar manuals. However, I can just as
easily write on technical topics as on legis-
lation or other topics. But please help.

First, I'm primarily a writer. Therefore
I`ll need volunteer artists and photographers
for sketches or photos to illustrate the topics
and their specific details. It would be help-
ful to have some who live near sidecar
manufacturers.

Next, I don't want to turn this into
another series of epistles by HAK. Anybody
who has a tip he'd like to share in the SIDE-
CARIST, on any topic in sidecaring, please
send it to me for preparation, including
sketches or photos if possible.

Finally, it's difficult to just sit down
and conjure up topics. If you have a specific
problem you'd like solved, just ask.

I make no claim to being the ultimate
authority on all matters. Many have far more
experience in sidecaring than myself. If the
subject is controversial, we want to hear
other viewpoints. For a while we had a very
interesting discourse when F. C. Frazine
pinned my ears back on exactly what causes
front end wobble.

Some manufacturers suggest hydraulic
dampers are the only way to go. But I found
that an adjustable friction damper was far
superior for my outfit and driving style.
There are lots of opinions on what is the
best way to take right-handers. So let's get it
all out in the open with frank discussions.
It's the only way we will grow and learn.
Let's all work on this together.
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Industrial News
Bi-Kar
INVESTIGATE, Then INVEST in BI-KAR

GOOD-BYE - good-bye to the problems that
plague conventional sidecar owners:

* good-bye to excessive tire wear

* good-bye to sidecar clinics that teach driving, acceler-
ating, braking, left turns, right turns, balance and
alignment

* good-bye to hard steering from imbalance or mis-
alignment

* good-bye to the right hand wind miseries

* good-bye to towing a trailer

* good-bye to trips cut short from fatigue

* good-bye to the endless search for a new gimmick to
make touring more enjoyable

* good-bye to taking the sidecar along cause you can't
detach it,when you're just thirsting for a solo ride in
the country

* good-bye ladies to slithering into your capsule

* good-bye to sitting so low that all you can see is your
hubby's thigh on the left end tall grass on the right

* good-bye to sharing your seat with a camp stove, tent
and two children

* good-bye to choosing who stays home

* good-bye to cramped legs and

* good-bye to pulling up every time a rain cloud
threatens!!

HELLO Bi-kar — "with the family in mind" —
Bi-kar is designed specifically to overcome every
existing sidecar problem

* It carries four passengers and driver, tent, sleeping
bags, clothing, groceries and a bit of firewood too

* How? There are 12 cubic feet of storage — and
ladies, check this; you sit about 16 inches higher and
see more, from a slightly reclined seat with plenty of
leg kicking room

* if it's too hot, too cold, or too wet, you can easily open
or close the plexiglass dome while you're moving
(see FIG. C)

* you might want to do some craft work as you travel;
the new suspension gives a soft ride independent of
the cycle or the other car

HELLO Driver -- What's in it for you?? Plenty — the
bike leans, while the cars do not

* because of its self-compensating nature, the amount
of lean is increased as the turn radius is decreased,
allowing really tight cornering

* Going to town? You can detach your bike in less than
15 seconds; attach it in approximately 2 minutes

* if one car is loaded heavier, it has no effect on the
bike

* there's no yawing when you start fast or brake hard

* hard braking puts more weight on the front wheel,
increasing your traction - that's good

* no special driving techniques required for cornering

* a 750 cc is bike enough to do the job

* I drove a Bi-kar 12,000 miles using a 650 Kawasaki
with great results

* great gas economy and tire wear

* Bi-kar tires are available at most service stations
(4.80-8)

* there's nothing to align, just attach Bi-kar and go

* hello to Bi-kar's footrest frame that lets you steer with
your legs when used with cruise control - push left
to turn right, push right to turn left - this allows you
to flex your hands, scratch that itch under your
helmet, and just downright relax while rejuvenating
your legs (see FIG. E)

* the same footrests aid in your wife's ability to drive;
she doesn't need to touch the ground

* attacking dogs can't get you or your passengers

* Bi-kar lengthens your riding season on both ends

* great maneuverability on or off the road
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BiKar, Con.
Before you buy a trailer; there's an added feature

this year

* mix or match a "passenger car" and a "trailer-
car" (see FIG. E) which becomes your trailer
and converts to a passenger car when needed

* or do this - buy a frame and 2 unfinished cars
and customize to your liking, or buy as listed.

Industrial News
1984 PRICES
Complete as in Fig. B or C. $3,575

Complete as in Fig. E 3,250*

Plexiglass Dome as in Fig. D-1     475

*Supplied with just one dome,

plus vinyl tarp D-3, and a detachable upper
back, D-2

Prices do not include freight. Customer pickups
can be arranged.

Write or call: Outdoor Outfits, Route 1, Box 307 Fremont, Indiana 46737 219/495-9689

United States Patent: No. 4,350,359
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Industrial News
Kenna Sidecars
CHASSIS
FRAME - engineered from 1-1/2" square tube all

welded construction for maximum strength

SUSPENSION - swing arm controlled by pat-
ented rubber spring with built in natural
damping. Chrome-plated 4” x 12” wheel

MOUNTS - exclusive four or five point (depend-
ing on bike) clamp on type designed to give
maximum rigidity with minimum stress to
bike frame (Some bikes may require welding)
once set up the sidecar can be quickly re-
moved and attached without realignment.

ELECTRICAL - stylish combined rear/brake
light, and motor cycle directional indicator/
side market lights lights wired with a three pin
connector for quick connection to bike.

BODY
SHELL - moulded fiberglass with permanently

impregnated high gloss finish, black or white.

INTERIOR - very spacious with plenty of width
and leg-room for a large person, lined through-
out with thick mottled gray carpeting. All
edges are protected with vinyl trim.

SEAT - moulded pan luxuriously upholstered in
black vinyl with padded arm rests

GLOVE COMPARTMENT - of large capacity,
an added touch for passenger convenience

WINDSHIELD - with large wraparound for
passenge comfort in D.O.T. approved acrylic

TRUNK - exceptionally large capacity

TONNEAU COVER - snaps on to enclose
passenger area, in black vinyl

DIMENSIONS
Overall Length 73 inches

Overall Height 32 inches

Body width 33 inches

Ground Clearance 8 inches

Legroom 45 inches

Hip Room 23 inches

Trunk Size 6 cubic feet

Weight 170 pounds

Specifications subject to change without notice

Manufactured and Distributed by

ROYAL COACH SIDECARS

KEN NA SIDECAR

P.O. Box 505 • Manteca, CA 95336

Phone (209) 526 9742
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Racing
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AREA SIDECAR RACES, DIRT

Mar 3-4 Viewfinders Grand Prix

Apr 21 Lightweights Dirt Track

May 5-6 Anaheim Hi Siders Grand Prix

May 20 Dirt Diggers Dirt Track

May 27 Lightweights Dirt Track

Jun 2-3 So Cal Grand Prix

Jun 10 Lightweights Dirt Track

Sep 1-2 Dirt Diggers Grand Prix

Sep 23 Lightweights Dirt Trac

For more information, call 818/ 362-9677
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Touring
Venture Royale Outfit
By Sue Wyatt

Three years after our triumphant inaugural
trip west by motorcycle, we decided to do it
again. But we only took one bike this time, Bill's
Venture Royale with sidecar. Our destination was
the National Rally at Tahoe.

Our first day out was slowed by our favorite
detour (we had the same one three years ago)
which added 50 miles because a bridge was out.
And we had wheel bearing problems on the
sidecar.

On the second day came our only rain, a
torrential downpour in Missouri. Bill was glad to
have the third wheel that day! I only sat in the
sidecar on rare occasions, such as this. Otherwise
I balanced on the rear end of the motorcycle, or
else did the steering myself. We rode late into the
night to gain back what we lost the first day.

The third day took us into Colorado Springs
where we went to the top of Pike's P'eak: snowy,
cold, and scary. I really intented to take the tram
down, but I was brave and rode. Then we saw the
Garden of the Gods, an impressive place beauti-
ful at sunset.

The next day we rode on across Colorado,
through areas a few days later totally flooded and
closed. Then we ran into exceptionally high
winds which stayed with us for days. We met a
couple from Belvedere, Illinois, Jean and Terry,
who were headed to California. We rode with
them across Utah on a detour that made us
"swim" for several hundred feet. Yes, motor-
cycles do float!

That night as we arrived in Nevada we met
a young man from Alberta, Canada, who was
also going to the rally. We said goodbye to Jean
and Terry, and Tom Burte joined us for the ride
across Nevada.

We spent five days at the rally; I won't
elaborate, as it's been covered. Suffice to say we
had a good time. Next we rode down to Bishop,
California, through very scenic country.

Then a memorable ride across Death Valley
on a road which advertised that the pavement
ended in 25 miles, and it did! We didn't see
another soul for 75 miles, and were beginning to
wonder, when we hit a paved road that took us to
a gas pump in six miles. We made it to Las Vegas
that night.

In five nights in Las Vegas, two more than
planned, we saw several shows all of which were
excellent, lost lots of money, and had a great
time. Deciding to skip Phoenix and Tucson, we
rode to a little town in New Mexico, Carrizozo,
where I spent every summer of my childhood at
my grandparents'. The next day at White Sands it
was incredibly hot, and then that night we
watched the flight of the bats out of the cavern at
Carlsbad. This impressive cave is especially
spectacular to first-time visitors, as Bill was.

Heading home via Lubbock and Tulsa, we
stopped in St. Louis at the Anheiser-Busch
brewery. At lunch on the Illinois side of the river
we ran into college friends and had a good visit.

Three weeks is a long time to be on the
road. From now on we will probably keep our
trips a little shorter.

THE MOTORCYCLE
By Bill Wyatt

When planning a trip one considers two
things primarily, the mode of transportation and
the destination. In this case the mode was dic-
tated by the destination, the National Rally at
Tahoe.

Being a rider of Brand Number Two, I
eagerly awaited the new touring bike from
Yamaha. I had to wait a little longer because I
wanted the Royale version of the Venture.

Briefly, for those who might not have
looked closely at this new bike:

The Venture has an aerodynamically-
designed fairing with lowers; both the fairing and
the lowers are vented. Mounted in the fairing of
the Royale version on the left side is a sound
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system with a stereo cassette player and AM/FM
radio, and an intercom. On the right side of the
fairing in the Royale is the Computerized Level-
ing Air Suspension System, or CLASS for short,
controlling a more sophisticated suspension than
on the plain Venture. Both versions have remov-
able saddlebags and trunk. The crowning touch
on the Royale is the handsome two-tone gold
paint.

I picked up my bike the last week in April,
then had to build the mounts for the sidecar. As a
result, there wasn't much time to ride before
leaving for the rally on June 17th. I did manage
to put 1100 miles on the bike in solo form.

My impression is that as a solo touring bike,
there is none better. The ride is exceptional, and
for a bike cf this size the handling is superb. The
power reminds me of the XS1100s I own-ed.
While I didn't try to discover the top speed of the
bike, I did want to know what kind of mileage I'd
get, since I was sadly disappointed in the mileage
of my Elevens. When ridden at an indicated 55
mph on the highway with no wind, mile-age was
in excess of 55 mpg. The average for a round trip
from Champaign to Chicago, a total of 270 miles
of both highway and city driving, was an aston-
ishing 51.9 mpg.

Now for the sidecar part. The day we left for
Tahoe was the first I'd ridden with the side-car on
it, so I didn't know what to expect. The sidecar
was the same homemade, enclosed unit that I had
on the Elevens.

For the first time, we were taking only one
bike. This meant two-up riding, something I'm
not used to. As usual, we towed a trailer for our
camping gear and luggage; all told the bike was
pulling over 1700 pounds.

The first day out we learned how well the
rig handled. With the air suspension system it
was easy to stop anywhere and adjust the ride.
We decided that near to the maximum pressure in
the rear and about twenty pounds in the front
worked well. At these settings we never bot-
tomed out.

Touring
One note - somewhere in Colorado I noticed

a change in the feel of the rear suspension, as if
the damping had gone soft. On checking later at
a dealership in Las Vegas, comparing the ride
heights of mine and a brand-new Royale on the
floor, the new one rode about a 1/4-inch higher,
and rebounded slightly quicker. It looks like the
suspension softens up some as it wears in. But I
should point out that some of the roads we took
were rough, and some were hardly roads at all
(the 55 miles of dirt). So all-in-all, the suspen-
sion was very good.

As to comfort, one must in addition to the
suspension consider the seat. The Venture has the
best seat I've ever ridden on. It has, as one maga-
zine said, "enough cush for any-one's tush". Even
after a 700-mile day, there's no noticeable sore-
ness of the bottom. The height and position of
the seat reminded me of my Elevens, but cer-
tainly not the comfort level.

Handlebars are also a major factor in a
bike's comfort. The Venture has multiple-piece,
adjustable bars. When I was riding solo I moved
the bars back one notch to sit back a little instead
of leaning forward, a comfortable position for
me. But when I got the sidecar on the bike it took
only a couple of days to decide that without a
backrest to lean on, something I normally use
since I don't carry a passenger, the extra effort
needed to turn the sidecar, as well as holding
myself upright, gave me a giant pain in the back.
While at the shop in Las Vegas I had the bars
returned to the stock position, and from then on
had no more back problem.

It was quickly determined that the wind-
shield was too short for a rider of my size. I
didn't have any severe buffeting from the wind,
but did have a great deal of noise at the top of the
face shield of my Bell Star. If I crouched down a
bit, almost all the noise disappeared. Also, I had
no complaints about noise from my 5-foot, 3-
inch wife when she piloted the rig.*

*The windshield of the '84 is 2 inches taller.
It lists for $100 when bought separately.
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Touring
Based on past experience with

sidecar rigs, I figured on a 25% reduc-
tion in gas mileage with the sidecar and
trailer, so I estimated the gas money for
the trip on 35 mpg. The 'first day out I
rode at an indicated 55 mph, and
indeed averaged about 35 mpg. The
next

*Way all that changed. As we hit
the Interstate and the average speed of
traffic increased to between 65 and 70,
mileage dropped to about 28. This was
still on fairly flat lowlands.

I'm sure you can guess what's
coming next. As we went up into the
mountains, the mileage continued to
drop. Though the power peak on this
bike is up around 4,000 rpm, the
economy range seems to be right
around 3,000 and economy is much
affected by wind and altitude. The
amount of weight we were carrying,
along with the size and style of the
sidecar, undoubtedly contributed to the
low of 21 mpg in high winds in Utah,
and a trip average of 28. And I must
admit, so did spirited riding in the
mountains, including some cornering at
speeds of 20 to 25 mph over the posted
limit. This is not normally my style; the
handling was very good.

My conclusion is: this is a very
comfortable, good-handling bike,
though it could be more economical
with a sidecar. But motorcycles aren't
designed for use with sidecars any-
more, so we have to tolerate the short-
comings which surface when one is
attached.

P.S. After I got home, I did find
out what the top speed of the bike was
with the side-car: an indicated 95 mph,
about the same as with my XS1100.
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JAN AND DOUG BINGHAM' S HOUSE TRAILER
People are always interested in this big trailer, designed by Jan and built by Doug.

The photo shows the battery box for interior lighting, etc., the roof rack, and the side (clearance)
mirror on the sidecar. Other features are pop vents in the windows, and a roof vent (white hump). Not
visible is the door which is on the right rear.

Doug says the trailer pulls better than you might think. Looking at it in sideview will disclose
how it's de-signed for air to flow over the outfit and continue over the trailer with hardly any drag.

Camping

The bike is a GL1100, and the sidecar a Watsonian Palma.

Kenna was later taken over by Dauntlass Motors
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Editorial
THE SIDECARIST:
THE PROCESS - By Dorde Woodruff

Howard Sly writes that he only received the Nov-Dec
SIDECARIST on Jan. 6, so how can he plan to attend the
rally listed in that issue on Jan. 6,7,and 8? A good question.

The answer is that a) last fall was a time of transition
for the magazine, and b) the printing for that issue took a lot
longer than expected. But a more general answer is an
explanation of the process of producing the magazine.

Partly, our process is faster than newsstand magazines,
and partly it's slower. Commercial magazines require three
months lead time. Part of this is shipping time to get the
copies to newsstands. Any club magazine, even the American
Motorcyclist, has the advantage of not requiring this step. On
the other hand, commercial magazines have a full, paid staff,
while we work with volunteer and part-time personnel.

Consequently, we're now going to try a couple of
months lead time, before the month of the cover date. This is
how it breaks down: Except for special cases, Doug receives
the material for the magazine in Van Nuys. This is so he can
gather it up, look it over, and add comments and suggestions.

He sends it to me at weekly intervals or so. I need a
couple of weeks to produce the issue. This means typing
(letters, classifieds), editing, retyping (anything which needs
more than minor editing, or is not in the right format or type
face), and decisions on what needs to be included. Then
comes layout and paste-up. Lastly, three final steps can be
done more or less at the same time, proofreading, typesetting
of headings (added last issue), and half-tones (now here
instead of California starting with this issue).

Details of the current process are still being refined. For
instance, my first issue was not proofread and contained
several typos. Proofreading is a special skill which requires a
picky worker; I do not yet have a permanent one located.
(Now that I have my new computer, thanks to the State of
Utah which bought a piece of my land for a freeway, after I
learn the spell-check program a proof-reader will be less
needed - the program also picks up typos.)

The layout boards go to Doug, and he checks them.
The printer needs two weeks for his processes, some of
which are farmed out. These include collating and stapling.
Computer labels are ordered, received, and installed. Two
weeks are needed for mailing, as bulk mail takes that long.

So now we have time for Doug to finish collecting the
material and ship it; time to produce the magazine; time to
print it; and time to mail it. Where does the extra time come
in? Well, what happens if I have to do something else in the
designated two weeks? Like an assignment such as the Rider
Women's Ride I've coordinated for the last two years? Or
what if, heaven forbid, somebody in our thin line of produc-
tion is sick?

So the deadline for material to arrive at the Van Nuys
P.O. Box for any certain issue is the 1st of the second month
preceding it. That means, for instance, unless you receive this
issue before the target date of March 1, it's already too late to
send something for the May issue. (Little things, like letters
and classifieds, often do go in with less lead time.)

We want to have everything centralized so we have
more depth of staff, but for now, this is what we can do. It's up
to clubs or chapters to get their announcements in early.

What about slipping something in during the process?
Yes, that can be done - but it's disruptive and wasteful,
therefore inclusion in any certain issue can not be guaranteed
unless the material arrives before deadline time.

Another thing oughta be discussed at this point. The
looks of a publication depend on everything in it. Therefore,
ads of all kinds whether for products or events must be laid
out in a professional manner. If not, we will write or call  to
see if the advertiser desires to have us typeset or rework or
both, so that we can run the material. If so, we will bill him
for such services. And if a copy of something is submitted,
for instance a club poster, it must be a good, clear copy.

These standards are essential if we are to upgrade the
magazine so that we can be proud of it, and so it's an effective
medium for our organization.
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Rally News
4th ANNUAL NEW ENGLAND
SIDECAR RALLY
By Steve Henry

The 4th annual New England Rally was
held over the weekend of July 14-17 in the tiny
Maine hamlet of Shrewsbury, at the Somerset
campgrounds.

Promoters of the affair, Carl and Cindy
Johnson, were overwhelmingly pleased with the
turnout of enthusiasts with and without sidecars.
A total of 46 sidecar rigs and 18 solo motor-
cycles were registered.

It was a family affair, with children active in
most of the games and events. Each day came to
an end with people gathering around the bonfire
either to socialize or to join in the sing-alongs.

Friday and Saturday afternoons were high-
lighted by children's games, sidecar games, and
even games for those solo machines attending.
Also included in the weekend were two poker
runs, giving the riders beautiful tours of the lush
and green Maine countryside.

Saturday was the big day of the event. The
Norridgewock Fire Department led the riders
through town in a parade. Then we were treated
to a supper put on by the townfolk in the hall of
one of the churches. Then back to the camp-
ground for the awards, a barn fire, and singing.
Sunday most of the riders attended.a pancake
breakfast put on by the Fire Dept.

Many, many thanks to Carl and Cindy
Johnson and family for a very enjoyable week-
end and a superb rally. To all those that attended,
see ya all next year. And to those who didn't
make it, maybe we'll see you there in '84.

John Penner’s Vincent/Canterbury DA w/ Watsonian Chassis at the 4th Annual All British MC
Meet in the LA area
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Rally News
SECOND ANNUAL
SOUTHEASTERN SIDECAR
By Larry Lehr

By USCA standards for biggies like the
Tahoe rally, or the LBL Kentucky Travelers 4ally,
or the SE Road Riding series, our ally was small.
But when you consider that;

1) the weather was absolutely lousy in North
Georgia that weekend

2) our chapter is only a year old

3) we gave only a couple of months notice

4) sidecars are scarce in the Southeast

5) the BMW rally at Maggi Valley was on the
same weekend

6) we didn't ask for USCA sponsorship - Our
rally was a success!

We had 36 people, 11 sidecars, 5 solo bikes,
and 3 four wheelers, with 13 member and 5 non-
member familes attending. And we signed up
four new members bringing the chapter total to
28.

The weather definitely did not cooper-ate,
with temperatures in the 40s, rain, winds gusting
to 30 mph, and fog. Fortunately, the clubhouse/
recreation building at the Number TWO camp-
ground was a warm haven, with a big fireplace
and plenty of wood. Hosts Frank and Jeannie
Cheek made us welcome, assisted in every way
possible, and prepared breakfast on Saturday and
Sunday mornings, plus a barbequed chicken
supper on Saturday night. As usual, we owe them
a great big Thanks.

The sidecar clinic and field events were not
held because of the stinkin' weather, nor were the
tours. But those of you who haven't visited or
camped at TWO, rain or shine, are missing a real
treat.

After the great chicken barbeque Saturday
evening it was time for the grand finale: awards
and door prizes.

Five beautiful plaques were awarded, as
follows:

Long distance sidecar driver: Glenn Wartluft, Ft.
Walton Beach, Florida, 416 miles. (Glenn also
won the long distance solo rider award at
Tahoe).

Long distance solo rider: Ken Faulkner, Birming-
ham. Alabama, by way of Atlanta, 270 miles.

Oldest driver, solo or sidecar: Jesse Land, born
"before 1930".

Oldest passenger, solo or sidecar: Margaret L
and, ??

Youngest sidecar passenger: Cary Morgan, 3
years.

Everyone won a door prize.

We had a whole big bunch donated by dealers
and shops throughout the greater Atlanta area.
"Gentleman Bob Tisch" did a great job as MC.

Onward and upward! Next year's rally will be
bigger, better and earlier.
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Rally News
4th ANNUAL ALL-BRITISH MOTORCYCLE MEET

Hundreds of British motorcycle riders showed up for Pat Owens' annual bash. It is an approxi-
mate 80- to 100-mile ride, winding its way through the mountains in the Los Angeles area.

The BSA owners club had the food stand, set up at the end of the run. Good food, hot coffee,
and the usual BS fun.

John Penner’s Vincent/Canterbury DA w/ Watsonian Chassis

Freddy Ellsworth in centre
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Rally News
4th ANNUAL ALL-BRITISH MOTORCYCLE MEET

Above: Panther Garrarg Below: Bob Babber’s Triumph / Globe
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Rally News
4th ANNUAL ALL-BRITISH MOTORCYCLE MEET

Brent Baillie’s Panther/Launch rebuilt by Von Dutch

Reichles’ two Triumphs with Globe 200 and Eagle
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Racing
GOING TO THE RACES
By Larry Coleman

As I travel the countryside I have the plea-
sure of coming into contact with sidecar enthusi-
asts of all sorts. Through my work I attend road
rallies, touring events, and racing events. But I
must confess that, as much as I enjoy touring on
my GL with Watsonian attached, it's the road-
racing events which are my first love. Having
raced sidecars for eleven years must have some-
thing to do with that.

Recently as I was traveling through Ohio I
went up to AMA headquarters in Westerville, just
north of Columbus. If you're ever close by, go see
the good people at the AMA. They are doing a
bang-up job for us all. And get a tour of the
facility.

While there I spent some time with Bill
Boyce who is the manager of roadracing and dirt
track competition. During my racing career, and
also during the last two years as a racing repre-
sentative, I've gained a lot of respect for the
AMA and Mr. Boyce. For the 1984 roadracing
season, the AMA is working with promoters to
increase the sidecar purse at each event by
$1000.

I often hear from sidecar racers how bad
things are because there is not enough money in
our sport. I don't think we should be so quick to
condemn the AMA for our miserable fortune. I
think they're doing a fine job, especially consid-
ering that at some of our road races in 1983 only
four or five outfits showed up to run.

How can the AMA convince promoters that
sidecars have real potential with those numbers?
I've been there, and I know what racing costs
these days - but if roadracers figure they're going
to make a living out of prize money on the
National Circuit, they might as well park it right
now. I'd like to think one day it would be pos-
sible. The reality is - it won't happen in 1984.

For the touring riders among us, how about
going to the next road race in your area? And
while you're there, tell the promoter you'd like to
see sidecar racing grow. Believe me, it means a
lot when a promoter hears an encouraging word
from spectators. We all have to pull together to
make sidecaring better on the track and on the
street. I look forward to seeing you all there, at
the races.

June 8-10 Elkhart Lake, WI

June 16-17  Loudon, NH

July 21-22  Laguna Seca, CA

Aug 18-19 Sears Point, CA

Sept 1-2 Brainerd, MN

1 Sept 29-30 Lexington, OH

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE,
AMA PRO SIDECAR ROADRACING, 1984

Anyone wishing to cover these races for us,
which would mean press credentials to go onto
the track and into the pits, please contact Doug
Bingham at 818/780-5542 well before the race
date, the sooner the better.
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Racing

Larry Coleman, Suzuki 750 w/ MGF sidecar, Riverside

GOING TO RACES, Con.
By Larry Coleman

Larry Coleman was three times the AMA
National Sidecar Champion, in '76, '77, and '79.
He was twice the AFM champion, in '76 and '77.

After being in Europe with the Air Force, he
got a European discharge and caught the sidecar
bug. He acquired a BMW with a Steib and took
in the sidecar races. Then he caught a ride as a
passenger in England and Germany on a BMW
outfit. He also placed second overall in the
Marboro racing series in New Zealand.

Larry is 38 years old now, living in San
Jose. But he's on the road most of the time, as a
field (technical) representative for Kal-Gard. He
announces the sidecar events at several road
races, Laguna Seca, Sears Point, Laconia, Elkhart
Lake, and at Road Atlanta.
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In Memorium
FAREWELL, BILL

Bill Bass, age 50, died Dec. 17, 1983 of
cancer, survived by his wife Alcyone and daugh-
ter Leigh Anne.

Bill grew up in Twin Falls, Idaho, and
graduated in engineering from the University of
Idaho. He worked as an engineering consultant.
He was a member of the Society of Automotive
Engineers, and served as chairman of the Gas
Turbine Committee. His hobbies were gourmet

Bill and Alcyone Bass, October, 1981

dining and classical music, with a collection of
over a thousand classical records and tapes.

Bill collected motorcycles, mostly Velo-
cettes. He got interested in sidecars several years
ago, and he and his wife Alcyone attended the
Griffith Park Rally for years. I personally had
some dealings with Bill, and found him to be
pleasant and very likeable. I always used to look
forward to seeing him on Sunday morning. I'm
sure I speak for many of Bill's motorcycle friends
- Farewell, Bill.
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 SIDECAR HISTORY
INTRODUCTION

We plan to bring you views of motorcycling,
especially of the sidecar scene, as it was many years
ago.

Some will find our sidecar history amusing or
educational. Certainly it will be interesting. It may be
extracted from a book or magazine.

Everyone is invited to contribute. Hal Kendall
has access to these books:

Ixion. Reminiscenses of Motorcycling. Reprinted by
E.P. Publishing Ltd., England, 1973.

V. W. Page. 1916. Early Motorcycles. Reprinted by
Post-Era Books, Arcadia, CA 91006.

Does anyone know of or have access to others?

We don't want to run afoul of copyright laws, so
we'll have to research the status of old books, or get in
touch with the pubblishers, to do extensive quoting or
reproduce illustrations.

We would also like to ask readers if they have any
good, old photos of sidecars or sidecaring. This is for
two reasons. One is for this series. The other is that we
are going to be working towards a book on sidecars! A
publisher with whom we're in contact is enthusiastic
about such a book. And he does a beautiful job. An
exciting We would also like to ask readers if they have
any good, old photos of sidecars or sidecaring. An
exciting project, and we'd like it to become reality in
the not-too-distant future. He wants to include photos
of old sidecars, and that will be the difficult part.

Send old photos directly to Dorde Woodruff,
6366 Cobblerock Lane, Salt Lake City, UT 84121. If
they are irreplaceable, it would be best to send them
Certified Mail, and they will be returned the same way.

Since the book will take some months to de-
velop, we will need to hold the photos for a while. If
this is not all right, please say so, and we will copy and
return them.

S/C History
Now, on to the series.project, and we'd like it to

become reality in the not-too-distant future. He wants
to include photos of old sidecars, and that will be the
difficult part.

Send old photos directly to Dorde Woodruff,
6366 Cobblerock Lane, Salt Lake City, UT 84121. If
they are irreplaceable, it would be best to send them
Certified Mail, and they will be returned the same way.

Since the book will take some months to de-
velop, we will need to hold the photos for a while. If
this is not all right, please say so, and we will copy and
return them.

Now, on to the series.

HOW PIONEER MOTOR-
CYCLES WERE REGARDED
BY THE PUBLIC IN 1900

"We were incomprehensible lunatics. Only
persons with perfect manners forebore to tell us so.
Indeed, unless we frightened people's horses, they were
astoundingly polite to us. Our weird hobby seemed to
be without excuse or justification.

"We troubled human nerves. People ignore any
familar noise - the roar of a night express 30 yards from
their bedroom windows - but the instant they are
subjected to some quite minor [new] uproar they
clamor for its supression. The prehistoric motorcycle
did not really make a tremendous noise. It had a small,
feeble engine, and a large silencer. But the bothers we
caused! People ran to their windows to stare. Presently
the public decided, as it always does, that a new noise
is an intolerable nuisance. Even our nearest and dearest
could furnish no defense for us. They spoke of our
insane hobby behind closed doors and with bated
breath.

"We were unquestionably odd."

From Ixion, Reminiscenses of Motorcycling,
Introduction.
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S/C History

Pop Dryer - Courtesy Rider
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Bits & Pieces
SPEAKING OF BOOKS

Hal Kendall has made a spot closeout
purchase of Sidecar Championship by former
world sidecar champion George O'Dell. It's
available from Hal for $10 postpaid. The USCA
gets $2 of that. Theory of racing and World
Championship results from 1949 to 1977, illus-
trated, 154 pages, hardbound. A must for the
sidecar championship enthusiast. Available from
Hal for $10 postpaid (the USCA gets $2 of that).
1621 Palomino Lane, Kingwood, TX 77339.

GOOD NEWS!
We have many Rider readers amongst our

membership, so most of you probably know that
Stu Monro is a safety expert who writes for that
magazine, an accomplished and charming man
with a lot of sidecaring experience. Stu has
graciously said that he'll write something for
THE SIDECARIST from time to time. Also,
though Rider has an exclusive agreement with
Stu, publisher Denis Rouse has been equally
gracious in saying it's okay for Stu to write for
us. We're looking forward to Stu's sidecar remi-
niscences, or what he finds possible to send us.

SPRINGTIME: TIME TO
THINK OF ROADS

You may have seen the booklet Special
Roads for Motorcyclists reviewed in Road Rider,
AM, or the BMW News. Co-author and pub-
lisher Bob Moore is closing out the second
printing. It's $3.95 plus 60 cents for postage from
M&M Research, P.O. Box 2972, Oshkosh, WI
54903. He is accepting favorite-road type contri-
butions towards a new, augmented version.

BAD NEWS
We were saddened to hear of the unexpected

death of Fred Ellsworth on January 26th, of a
heart attack. Freddy, 70, was active up to the last.
In fact, he's in the center photo of the All-British
Ride article. He will be very much missed by his
special friends, Triumph enthusiasts, the whole
Association, and many others. A retrospective on
Freddy next month.

OTHER BAD NEWS
January 26th seemed to be a bad day for

motorcyclists. Gary Gabelich, holder of the
world land speed record for thirteen years, was
killed in a motorcycle-car accident in San Pedro,
California, on that same day. According to the AP
release, the driver was turning left and when he
began his turn "didn't see Gabelich".

Gabelich was riding "at a high rate of
speed". In my brief acquaintance with him he
was a bit of a wild and crazy person, but likeable,
full of plans for a new race car. He never got a
chance to try to take back his crown from En-
glishman Richard Noble, who last fall beat
Gabelich's mark of 622.407 mph by 11 mph and
some change.

What does this have to do with sidecaring,
except to those few of us who are Salt Flats
racers? Only that as fellow motorcyclists we
share the same hazards as the race driver who
was killed on a city street at 43.
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Articles & Photos
About half the survey respondents (or about 100

sidecarists) said they'd contribute articles or stories about
sidecars. Some said they couldn't write but would send in
photos of their rigs.

Some of your photos are like mine - not very good.
(No disrespect intended.) But if you follow the few tips
outlined below, you'll get more satisfaction from your
pictures, and produce photos you'll be proud to show your
fellow sidecarists, photos you'll be proud to include in
THE SIDECARIST.

The film most readily available is for color prints.
They usually look much prettier to the naked eye than
black and white prints, but don't reproduce as well in the
magazine. So black and white prints are preferred.

You can get black and white film in 110 and 35mm
sizes (as well as other sizes for less commonly used
cameras). Try the small rolls of 12 or 20 exposures until
you become confident of the results. Take various shots of
the subject from different angles until you're sure what
what you want to shoot is actually captured. If you're like
me you'll often find the results are out of focus, or the head
is chopped off.

Or the subject is leaning, there are unwanted
shadows, or the background is confusing.  The subject
may be special features of your sidecar like a trick
suspension, your damper setup, or a special touring
package. If you're shooting the whole rig, be sure not to
cut any part of it off.

Unlike color print film, black and white film is quite
forgiving of exposures which are somewhat off. If you
don't have a meter or an automatic camera, the instruc-
tions with the film should be quite helpful.

A new film which is outstanding is Ilford XP1. It's
not only fast (good for poor lighting) but its exposure
latitude is impressive. Development is the same as for
color print film, by the C-41 process. It's more expensive
than the traditional black and white films but is really
worth it.   We can always use exceptionally good, large
black and white prints for the front cover. The exact size is
6.5 in high by 7.5 in wide, but a 5x7 or 8x10 will do.

Be sure to tell us who the photographer is, and
include a return envelop and return postage if you want
your photos back.  We can always use cartoons or
drawings, also, of sidecar scenes.

Now what should you write about? Well, the field is
wide open. I know there are more than a hundred potential
contributing authors out there in sidecarland, all with their
own unique ideas.  Everybody is an author!

You may want to sound off about your own ma-
chine: praise it or damn it, write about how it handles or
doesn't handle, or what you did to make it perform better.
How about the problems you had in hooking it up or in
aligning it, and how you solved them. There may be a
design development you've been working on (but if you're
seeking a patent, please don't tell us until after the patent
has been applied for). The bike or sidecar may be new or
used, contemporary or antique. Just so the article has
“something” to do with sidecars.

Now for your touring article. We don't want a
monolog of times and places, but something about the
people you met en route or the interesting things you saw
or did. Be sure it's illustrated. You might include a map or
photos of interest.

We're always looking for meaty technical articles on
any aspect of sidecaring. For ideas look over past several
issues, see what is missing, and write an article on that.
Again, remember those sketches, drawings, or photos.

If you are a very professional writer and have access
to an IBM Selectric (or a computer), you can help us by
preparing your article in the identical format as in the Nov-
Dec or Jan-Feb issues. Typeface is Prestige Elite. Other-
wise, type and double space, or if you must write by hand
be sure it's legible.

Don't be concerned if you're not a practiced writer.
We have ghost writers who can take your thoughts and
ideas and generate an interesting article. But this they can't
do without your thoughts and ideas.

A way to judge how good or how interesting your
article is, is to ask a fellow sidecarist to read it. If it
interests him, it will probably interest others. And remem-
ber, it always helps to give us a chuckle or two.

Why would you write for THE SIDECARIST?
Certainly it's not for the pay. You already know what that
is. No, you'll write because you have something to say,
some-thing you want to share with your fellow sidecarists.
And of course, the fame!

Now let's see those articles coming in....
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Please use this form, or make a copy of it for your classified ad. Using the sample ad form the

fee is $4.00 private party and $8.00 commercial. PRINT YOUR AD USING ONE SPACE PER
LETTER AND LEAVING ONE SPACE BETWEEN WORDS. INDICATE "WANTED", "FOR
SALE", "EXCHANGE" BY USING "WI", "FS", "EX".

Make check or money order payable to THE UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION Send ad &
check to: The United Sidecar Association, Classified Ads Dept., PO Box 8119, Van Nuys, CA 91409

ADVERTISING
BUSINESS CARD ADS

Placing a business card ad is $50.00 per year. The S50.00 includes your membership for one
year, thereby receiving the Sidecarist for one full year. You may place your business card for $35.00,
per year, exclusion of membership. These ads are for business cards only - whatever can be typed
onto the business size card will be accepted. Please send two business cards and check, payable to the
United Sidecar Association, 46 to: The United Sidecar Association, PO Box 8119, Van Nuys, CA
91409-8119
SUPPLEMENT ISSUE ANNOUNCEMENTS

Clubs, Promoters and S/C Chapters - if you want a two-page pull-out announcement of your
upcoming event to appear in the Supplement issue of the Sidecarist, the charge will be $50.00. This
will guarantee your announcement in one Supplement issue - but if received in enough time, 2 - 3
Supp. issues - and in the Calendar of Events for

up to one year ahead. The requirement for the two pages is that each page fit the dimensions of
8" X 10". Please include all pertinent information for your event such as; time, place, map, registra-
tion application, cost - if any, nearby facilities, activities included. Please have this on two separate
sheets of paper and ready for printing - if it needs a little touching up, we'll help out. If at all possible
have it "print ready". Please make checks payable to the United S/C association and send both your
check and 2 page pull-out to: United Sidecar Assoc. - Calendar of Events PO Box 8119, Van Nuys,
CA 91409-8119

IMPORTANT - If you are just placing an announcement in the Calendar of Events - this is FREE.
COMMERCIAL AD SPACE - WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND CHARGES.

PRESS RELEASES
Including black and white photons - always accepted and placed in INDUSTRIAL NEWS. it
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

FIRST TIME
FOR SALE 1960 R60/2 combo, Jupiter. Fresh

engine, clean, new tires, windscreen & bags.
$3500. '78 RS1000, $3000 Contact: Clifford
Mueller, #555 210 Arroyo Pinon Dr. Sedona,
AZ 86336 602/282-1237

FOR SALE BMW 750cc /2, properly converted
for sidecar use, Ural side-car, black. Will
separate. $3900, or $2000 each. Contact: Steve
Stepanek, 573 3rd Ave. Salt Lake City, UT
84103, 801/355-5967

FOR SALE 1981 Motorvation Spyder T1,
auxiliary gas tank, Koni shock, and headlight.
Perfect condition. 1983 list over $3000, want
$1500. Contact: William Rieck 1260 Marshall
St. Paul, MN 55104 612/645-7004

FOR SALE 1978 Gold Wing and Ural sidecar
19K, $2800. Ralph Salerno, 28039 Lomo Dr.
Palos Verdes, CA 90274 213/377-8186

FOR SALE '78 Gold Wing & '80 Equalean
Deluxe. Both have AM/FM stereo/cass. &
intercom. Helmets w/speakers, Windjammer
SS, air forks, spare tire, under 25,000 miles,
$4200. Contact: Gary Grant, 1108 Rosewood
Dr., Loveland, CO 80537 303/667-1104

FOR SALE Globe sidecar, excellent condition,
$500. OBO :R. Ross, #728, 213/348-5260

FOR SALE 1981 Terraplane, good shape, with
GL1000 hardware, $1650 or best offer. Con-
tact: Steve Barnes 344 Brookhaven Ct.
Sebastopol, CA 95472 707/823-4966

FOR SALE Left hand Watsonian chassis (Palma)
includes wheel, fender, brakes, and some
mounts. Make offer.  See below.

WANTED Rabid Transit fairing, can be "very
damaged". Contact: Doug Easton, #1078 141
Ash Evanston, WY 82930 307/789-2958

FOR SALE Goulding sidecar w/windshield, seat,
and T/cover. Very good body, exc. condition,
$1100. Contact: Bruce Hunt, #359, RT 2, Box
33578, Lake Geneva, WI 53147 414/248-8002

FOR SALE 1953 H-D steel sidecar, very restor-
able, w/fittings. 1977 H-D fiberglass sidecar
w/fittings. $1800 each. Repo steel H-D bodies.
Contact: Bruce Hunt, #359, RT 2, Box 33578,
Lake Geneva, WI 53147 414/248-8002

WANTED Harley sidecar, fiberglass or metal.
John Mertz, #2472 3057 Union St. Rochester,
NY 14624 716/594-8575

FOR SALE Rolling chassis '82 Norton Wasp,
$1000. Contact: Thom Lund, 213/827-5566

WANTED Harley 74, any year 1925 to 1939,
with Harley sidecar. Either restored, or com-
plete, running, and restorable. Contact: Ed
Kaprelian, #2345, 15 Lowery Lane, Mendham,
NJ 07945 201/543-7011

FOR SALE '82 Aspencade, 2 tone brown w/
matching Vetter SC. AM-FM, CB, casset.,
intercom, much more, 3200 mi., mint condi-
tion. Always garaged. $8000 or make offer.
Contact: Mike Gibson, #1716 1662 Colorado
Blvd. Denver, CO 80220 303/355-5755

WANTED Used Globe sidecar for Guzzi Ambas-
sador. Peter Connell, #1892, 3315 Brooklawn,
Chevy Case, MD 20815 301/657-9083

FOR SALE Panther 120, 650cc OHV, Bender
sidecar, 12,835 original miles, spares. Also
BSA 441cc Victor. Best offer.

WANTED Britains Ltd lead toys. Contact: Dave
Schacter, 8131 Quakertown, Canoga Park, CA
91306 818/882-2679

FOR SALE New Globes, 200 model, paint
damage on fenders, $800 each. Give a call, see
what's available. Contact: Sidestrider, Inc.
15838 Arminta, #25 Van Nuys, CA 91406 818/
780-5542
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

SECOND TIME ADS
NEEDED Information/advice on installation

of new Harley sidecar with FLT mounting
hardware, on a 1982 FXR. I would like to
hear from anyone who may have done (or
considered) this type of match up and
would be willing to share details. Con-
tact: William W. Walence #2674 47
United Townhouse Apts Athens, OH
45701

FOR SALE 1964 Jawa 250 with Velorex car.
A good pair to match up. Will sell as one
unit or separate. Both in good condition.
Contact: Ian M. Mackintosh #2666 33931
Diana Dr, Dana Point, CA 92629 714/496-
4964

FOR SALE 1980 Moto Guzzi G5 LAPD.
Motorvation Roadster w/12 gal fuel
system, Vetter fairing, Lester wheels,
much more, $4400. Will split unit, MC
$2700, SC $1900. Contact: Robert
Kohlscheen #288 Sunrise Mb Hm #9 Iowa
City, IA 52240 319/338-2568

FOR SALE Sidestrider sidecar Mk I, mount-
ing gear and extra tire, chrome-plated
frame, has rack, 5th mounting piece,
$600, will trade. Contact: Chuck Boyd
#2469, 133 Scott St #E, Santa Rosa, CA
95401 707/523-1945

WANTED H-D or Continental sidecar, for
1979 Electraglide. Will trade my xlnt 850
Yamaha full dress, low miles. Pictures
available. Contact: Geoff Oldfather, 300
Brown Drive SW, Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
602/458-4257

WANTED Used ME Spyder T1 or Formula
II Contact: Johnny Lecka #1008, RT 10 7
Sleepy Hollow TN 37601, 615/926-0863

FOR SALE Vetter Terraplane, like new, with
custom mounts to fit 1980 thru '83 GL
1100 Interstate without moving bags or
lightbars. Contact: Calvin Ashley #1919,
902 Ave R, Carter Lake, IA 51510 712/
347-6771

WANTED Used sidecar to fit a 1974 H-D
XLH Sportster. Please send photo and
price. Contact: W. J. Grochowalski #2658
9400 Doty Rd, Maybee, MI 48159,

FOR SALE '80 Classic H-D/SC factory
setup. One owner, super clean, $7500.
Bike only, $5800. Write for pics and
details, can arrange delivery. Contact:
Willie Kesner #1313, RR1 Kay Dr, High-
land, IL 62249, 618/654-7794

FOR SALE OR TRADE '67 R60/2 with
Velorex S/C, runs good, $2500. Will
separate. Will consider trade for sports
car. Contact: Glenn Albert 111564 5243 S.
Mill Ave, Tempe, AZ 85283 602/968-3007

FOR SALE Goldwing and Vetter Sidecar.
Beautiful, like new. 9500 miles, $8900
invested, loaded, EB intercom, alarm, fog
light, new tires. Trade on desert property,
or $6750. Contact: Robert Walker #537,
Box 2811, Newport Beach, CA 92663
714/673-3662

FOR SALE First Edition, Three Wheeling
Through Africa by James Wilson. Across
Africa by sidecar - in 1936! Three copies
available, 411 good condition, $15.00
each. Send money order. Contact: Mike
Herte #997, 1038 Raymond Ave., Long
Beach, CA 90804 213/433-5696
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Classifieds
SECOND TIME ADS, Cont.
FOR SALE Vetter Terraplane in mint condi-

tion, complete with Yamaha 1100 mount-
ing kit. $2500 Canadian, or will trade for
smaller Steib. Will help with shipping.
Contact: Dave Larmour 111085 22-140
Point Dr. NW Calgary, Alberta T3B4W3
Canada

FOR SALE Beautiful '82 Gold Wing with
Cal. sidecar and sleeper trailer, all wine-
berry Hondaline equipped, very low
miles, garaged. $7900, Contact: W. D.
Miller 111129M 2410 W. Charleston
Phoenix, AZ 85043

FOR SALE BMW R-75-M 1941 Military
with powered wheel sidecar. Complete
and authentic except for missing lighting,
and handmade exhaust system. $5500.
Contact: Dennis Simon, Baltimore, MD,
301/265-8694

TRADE Handicapped rider will trade H-D
1980 FLH Classic, 80", tan and cream,
full dress, clean, lots of crome, for older
H-D with sidecar. Contact: Joseph
Liebman #2506L, P.O. Box 1383, Lake
Isabella, CA 93240

WANTED Handicapped rider looking for
Harley Davidson sidecar, metal or fiber-
glass. Price reasonable. Contact: Joseph
Liebman #2506L P.O. Box 1383, Lake
Isabella, CA 93240

FOR SALE OR TRADE 1964 Panther
650cc, model 120, and period Watsonian
double adult sidecar. 7000 original miles.
New black imron paint. Excellent condi-
tion, $4000 or trade.

Contact: Tom Aldrich #69A Aldrich Assoc.
Gateway 288 Littleton Rd. Westford, MA
01886, 617/692-8732

FOR SALE '72 Guzzi, 1000cc Eldorado,
1974 Centaur, Matched imron silver &
black. Multiple trophy winner East Coast
rallies, shows. Trailer hitch. Show or go.
47K. $4000. Contact: Howard Andrews
#414A 6 Lejune Rd. Cinnaminson, NJ
08077 609/829-5304

FOR SALE 1969 BMW R69S, 27,000 origi-
nal miles, and Steib SJ501 sidecar. Both
black, matching Heinrich fairing and
lowers, set up by Sidecar Restorations,
$5000. Contact: Stuart R. Goldstein,
112065G, 128 Pioneer Drive, Woodstock,
GA 30188, 404/928-82547

TRADE Will trade Harley 74 any year 1925
to present with Harley sidecar, either
restored or complete, running and restor-
able. Contact: Ed Kaprelian 112345K 15
Lowery Lane. Mendham, NJ 07945 201/
543-7011

FOR SALE 1965 BMW R50 with Ural
sidecar, exc. condition, will separate,
Contact: Gerald Draffkorn 111336 6911
Seminole Dr., Wonder Lake, IL 60097,
815/653-6057

FOR SALE 1968 BMW R60/2, Earles forks,
wide seat, Wixom Ranger, mechanically
excellent. 4000 mi on axle-to-axle re-
build. Original paint, no rust. $1350/BO,
Contact: David C. Murray, 2419 Briarhill,
Lansing, MI 48917 517/321-8392

FOR SALE H-D, 1983 FLHT with sidecar,
with 77 miles on it. $9495. Low mileage
due to illness in our family. Contact:
Dorothy Wilwert, 240 E. 19th, Dubuque,
IA 52001 319/557-8040

FOR SALE Sidecar, 1977 Bender, black.
Average condition, all connections needed
for any bike. $995 Contact: Ed Cole
#1292C, 724 B St, Taft, CA 93268 805/
763-3930
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Bookshop
BACK ISSUE ORDER FORM
Circle issues wanted. Numbers not listed are no

longer available.
number of issues at $1.50 per issue
Please add postage: U.S.A., $1.50
Out of the continental U.S., $2.50
Total amount enclosed $ ________
NOTE: This list is void after Mar. 15th,1984
V3N3 V4N6 V6N2 V7N4
V3N4 V5N1 V6N3 V7N5
V3N5 V5N2 V6N4 V7N6
V3N6 V5N3 V6N5 V7N7
V4N1 V5N4 V6N6 V7N8
V4N2 V5N5 V7N1 V7N9
V4N4 V5N6 V7N2
V4N5 V6N1 V7N3
V3N3: Effect of trail on low speed wobble
V3N4: Equalean, check your loading
V3N5: National Rally, Bland, Missouri
V3N6: Adjusting the sidecar trim system
V4N1: Griffith Park Rally
V4N2: Fitting sidecar to bike, Vincent Rapide/

Spirit of America Eagle
V4N4: Views of early Watsonian chassis
V4N5: Neval Dnieper MT-10
V4N6: Tiger on Three Wheels
V5N1: Griffith Park Rally, suspension tuning
V5N2: Sidecar trials, BKS sidecars
V5N3: Pocket sidecar, old Henderson & Flxi
V5N4: Remote control racing sidecar, left-hand

rigs on right-hand roads
V5N5: VW BMW conversion, 1934 adventure
V5N6: Mounting the Thompson sidecar
V6N1: Rallies: Oklahoma, Midwest, Griffith

Park, sidecar-cross
V6N2: 1951 Ardie/Steib, air suspension for

Velorex, sidecar racing
V6N3: Sidecar alignment, flexibles
V6N4: Double adult Aved, Formula II-sleeper
V6N5: Touring in Canada, Mercer Rally
V6N6: Rebuilt cane body, Sierra Rally
V7N1: Sidecar dirt track, survey results
V7N2: Outfits in war, USA Northwest news
V7N3: More outfits in war, Hitchhiker
V7N4: Club news
V7N5: Bikers & the police, Auburn sidecar
V7N6: Wobble, cause and cure

V7N7: Ruidoso, big bad BSA outfits
V7N8: Tahoe Rally, sand-going sidecar
V7N9: National Chapter Director, rallies

SIDECAR MANUALS ORDER FORM
4016* Circle manuals wanted.
number of copies at 3.00 each
Please add postage: U.S.A., $1.50 Out of the

continental U.S., $2.50
Total amount enclosed $
Section 1, how many Section 2, how many

Section 3, how many
Section 1, Introduction
Evolution of the sidecar; Types of sidecars;

English vs. American and Continental; Sidecar
histories; Sidecaring in the U.S., Watsonian,
Swallow, Flxible, Other Manufacturers; Why a
sidecar: Advantages, Disadvantages, Modern
sidecar technology; The world of sidecaring:
Clubs and associations, Newsletters and
publications, Sidecar makes and models

Section 2, Setting up an outfit
Matching a sidecar to a motorcycle;
Tips for mounting; Alignment: Sidecar whe~,~,

lead, Leveling the frame, Toe-in adjustment,
Lean-out adjustment, Wheel track width,
Reducing the muscle work, Alignment prob-
lems; Frame supports: Welding on frames,
What not to do; Brakes; Lighting: Instruments,
Running lights, Stoplight, Headlight, Turn
signals

Section 3, Handling Characteristics
Advice for the novice: Getting started, The

controls, Going straight, Front wheel wobbles,
Checking alignment; Basic skills: Right-
handers, Left-handers, Right-handers while
accelerating, Left-handers at speed, Right
angle turns, Lane changing, Braking, Practice,
Tips for handling; Advanced skills: Indepen-
dent braking techniques, Lifting the chair,
Rough and slick surfaces, Hills, Parking;
Wobbles; Off-road riding; Trailers; Racing
sidecars: Setting up the rig

-----------------------------------------------------------
Make checks payable to United Sidecar
Association. and Send order to: Ken Andersen/
Book Officer 40 4338 Red Coat Rd., Rock-
ford, IL 61109
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